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you talk to some body and they say,' Now here is the way you work this. You

don't want to go over there and ipay the whole amount that they ask. You just
say they

say it this way and you'll get that for a third of what they say the are

going to charge, and then they tell you ways to get ahead and all that and

after they have been so nice to you and everything and so helpful and kind

that they are just doing incidently without realizing about it, it doesn't

affect them they are just enjoyng showing you how clever they are, actually.

When they get to that point you mention the real thing you have come for

which is something 1$ that they have at a certain price that you want

to get and you think after they have told you how to get the thing for one

third price from these other people. they surely will give you twenty percent

off of it and the thing thay have and then see the different look that

comes over their face and see the different attitude as they explain how

course that would be utterly impossible and have to charge full for that thing

that they have and when they get into their business you see the difference

in the attitude that they take. There is an incidental goodness in man
goodness

an incidental/which remains of the image of God as God put it in us. And

it is remarkable how often you will find it coming out in the most wicked people

but it comes out where they don't feel anything % to say (9). It

is just a sort of incidental side line thing, But when they get to a point

where they are concerned about something you will find that old selfish

greed and wickedness and p4 cruelity is right there every single time. XXXX

I have often heard people say when they have talked about a group of Christians

and the mean things they had done with them by some gup of Christians.

They said Oh a bundh of unbelievers wouln't be as bad as that. That Christians

are worse than the unbelievers, so don't you ever believe it for a minute

you will find plenty of wickedness among Christians. And you will find plenty

of selfishness that you get among the unbelievers and you get to the point

where something matters and the meaness and the selfishness and the under

handedness that they will show, the absolute caluous disregard of you is

something that you will not find to anyone near that extent in any g4'roup
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